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Hi, everyone  I've just posted some hypotheticals to our course portal. We will use these throughout the Refugee Law
portion of the course.
So to recap, there are three sets of course materials:
1. The refugee law course materials  posted to our course portal. As I stated in an earlier email, the materials will be
available online throughout the course, but I'd suggest downloading them for easier access.
Considerations for whether to print out the course materials. These include how you learn best, that is, whether it is easier
for you to read in hard copy rather than on screen. (And studies show that for most people, it is easier to absorb the
material in a hard copy.) Also remember that the final exam will be open materials and open notes. While there are
places in Sydney to print out, it may be easier to print out and bring the materials with you. If you do, print them out
doublesided to reduce space, and you may even want to print out two pages per sheet, doublesided, to further reduce
space. I would not print out Unit 1  it consists of background materials that are easy to read onscreen.
2. The hypotheticals. These are fairly short; just think about whether you'd like them in hard copy  if so, print out double
sided.
3. Course materials for the environmental law portion of the course. Prof. Dwyer has posted these on a UTS course
portal, but I have not yet received specific instructions on how to access these  I'll keep you posted.
Please let me know if I can give you any further information. Please remember to print out the Sydney newsletter and
earlier information emails and bring them in your hand luggage.
Looking forward to seeing you in Sydney! Happy finals and safe travels!
Prof. Abriel
(Evangeline G. Abriel)
Clinical Professor of Law
Santa Clara University School of Law
500 El Camino Real
Santa Clara, California 95053
(408) 5545368
eabriel@scu.edu
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